
Caveats

This section describes open and resolved severity 1 and 2 caveats and select severity 3 caveats:

• The “Open Caveats” sections list open caveats that apply to the current release andmay apply to previous
releases. A caveat that is open for a prior release and is still unresolved applies to all future releases
until it is resolved.

• The “Resolved Caveats” sections list caveats resolved in a specific release, but open in previous releases.

• Cisco Bug Search, page 1

• Open Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.1SQ, page 2

• Resolved Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.1SQ, page 6

• Open Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.0SQ, page 12

• Resolved Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.0SQ, page 14

Cisco Bug Search
Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), the online successor to Bug Toolkit, is designed to improve effectiveness in
network risk management and device troubleshooting. You can search for bugs based on product, release,
and keyword, and aggregates key data such as bug details, product, and version. For more details on the tool,
see the help page located at http://www.cisco.com/web/applicat/cbsshelp/help.html .
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Open Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.1SQ
DescriptionW

Symptom: In a very rare occurrence, continuous
tracebacks occur. The standby Supervisor card is
continuously reset. the following traceback is
observed:

%COMMON_FIB-2-IF_NUMBER_ILLEGAL:
STANDBY:Attempt to create CEF interface for
Qam7/1.44 with illegal if_number: 0
Condition: This occurs when the max carriers are
removed and set. The Supervisor card is configured
with 1:1 line card redundancy and all channels in the
line card are configured with Video and DEPI mode.
Automated script configures supervisor max-carriers
by setting & unsetting it continously using cable
downstream max-carriers on range of QAM
interfaces thru interface range qam.

This behavior was never observed with manual
operation with the above command. One of 20
attempts can get this scenerio with automated script.
Repeat these steps atleast 16-17 times.

1. Config 192 powerkey encrypted channels, 143
remote depi channels in LC7 and config 1:1 LCRED
(LC 7, LC12)

2. Remove max-carriers using the cmd interface
range qam & no cable downstream max-carriers.

3. Set the Max-carriers using the command cable
downstream max-carriers.

4. Tracebacks are thrown.

Workaround: Active Supervisor card gets into
inconsistent mode with standby Supervisor card and
it can be recovered by resetting the chassis. Configure
cable downstream max-carriers command in
maintenance window.

CSCur19521

Symptom: Cisco RFGW10 with 9:1 DS384 line card
redundancy configured, displays NO in output of
“show cable video session all” command.
Conditions: This occurs rarely when any line card
switches over.

Workaround: None since there is no service impact
and this is a display problem.

CSCuj16882
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DescriptionW

Symptom: The following memory allocation error
message occurs on the Cisco RFGW-10 platformwith
DS384 line card.

%SYS-2-MALLOCFAIL: Memory allocation of 756
bytes failed from 0x104BCF8C, alignment 8
Pool: I/O Free: 69328 Cause: Memory
fragmentation
Alternate Pool: None Free: 0 Cause: No
Alternate pool
-Process= "IF-MGR control process", ipl= 0,
pid= 65
%RFGW-3-UNEXPECTED: DB tx failed with reason
6 for VSCM SESSION DB using non-blocking
ipc; db sync = DYNAMIC_SYNC, db operation =
DB_UPDATE, db key
Conditions: This issue occurs when there is a image
upgrade for Cisco RFGW-10 platform from earlier
releases to IOS-XE Release 3.3.1SQ.

Workaround: Wait for the chassis to recover
automatically or reload the chassis again with old IOS
image.

CSCuj80918

Symptom: On a very rare occurrence, line card
crashes with the following error message:

%RFGW-3-LINECARD_FAILURE: Linecard in slot
3 is reporting a Fpga Major Failure (0x0001)
%C4K_CHASSIS-2-LINECARDDS384MAJOREVENT: Slot
3, source 1 state 1 detects SH Watchdog
Expired, sequence: 207 (0x9BCF206A)
%RFGW-6-HEARTBEAT_WARNING: Heartbeat process
has failed to receive heartbeats (for 3
consecutive seconds), for linecard 3
Conditions: This issue occurs during
longevity and if Cisco RFGW-10 is idle for
a long time.
Workaround: Line card automatically recovers and
no workaround is required.

CSCul24407

Symptoms: Cisco RFGW-10 platform running ten
DS384 line crads (9:1 redundancy) with 40 Gbps
DEPI traffic and 26K Video sessions might hit with
below tracebacks

vscm_source_get_fsm_state_by_obj -> Dst slot
-1 in FSM doesn't match the input dst slot
12
Conditions:Multiple Line card Switchoverswith SDV
90 channel changes per second and VOD 20 channel
changes per second

Workaround: None, since there is no service impact.

CSCun70753
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DescriptionW

Symptoms: The following error occurs:

LC_ERRMSG_FAILOVER_TRIGGER Video
Session Mutex lock not released"

Conditions: This occurs in a rare instance, on a Cisco
RFGW-10 platform running ten DS384 LC (9:1 line
card redundancy) with 40 Gbps DEPI traffic and 27K
Video sessions. This occurs when the chassis is in
churn for a longer duration of SDV 90channel
changes/sec and VOD 20 channel changes/sec,
followed by series of linecard switchovers, followed
by a series of linecard switchovers.

Workaround: None. The linecard recovers
automatically after rebooting.

CSCup44681

Symptom: The standby line card is reset and goes to
RPR mode.

Conditions: This occurs when the line card configured
with video configurations, is removed, followed by
a Stateful Switch Over (SSO).

Workaround: Reload the chassis.

CSCuq87865

Symptom: The video QAMs configured on some line
cards are muted.

Conditions: This occurs on a fully loaded chassis with
9:1 line card redundancy configured, and the IOS on
the Cisco CMTS is upgraded from Cisco IOS-XE
Release 3.3.0SQ to Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.1SQ.

Workaround: Manually unmute the video QAMs.

CSCur08607

Symptom: Enforcement of Dual-Crypt algorithm
using GUI fails.

Conditions: This occurs when the GUI is used enforce
the dual-crypt algorithm. The GUI does not have a
dual-crypt button. The option is displayed as pkey
csa.

Workaround: Enforce dual-crypt using the CLI.

CSCur32537
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DescriptionW

Symptom: Cisco RFGW10 platform with 10 DS384
LC ( 9:1 LCRED) with 20K Video session with 400
SUP SSOsmight hit below errors, configuration sync
issue and Stby SUP would drop to RPR.

%FILESYS-4-RCSF: Secondary running configwrite
error (-1) <Error Sending Request>

Oct 11 03:38:18.886 EDT:
%ISSU-3-INCOMPATIBLE_PEER_UID: Setting
image (rfgwk10-ENTSERVICESK9-M), version
(03.04.00.SQ28) on peer uid (1) as incompatible

Oct 11 03:38:18.886 EDT: Config Sync: Bulk-sync
failure due to Servicing Incompatibility. Please check
full list of mismatched commands via:

show redundancy config-sync failures mcl

Conditions: This occurs when the supervisor card
undergoes several stateful switch overs (SSOs).

Workaround: To recover the secondary supervisor
card, reload the chassis. Services may not be
impacted.

CSCur22703

Symptom: Cisco RFGW10 platform running 10
DS384 LC ( 9:1 LC RED) with 40 Gbps DEPI traffic
and 27K Video sessions might hit the below error
message with heartbeat failure

%RFGW-3-HEARTBEAT_ALIVE: Heartbeat
process has failed to receive the first heartbeat
message (for 600 consecutive seconds), resetting
linecard

Conditions: This occurs in a very rare instance when
chassis is in churn with SDV 90channel changes/sec
and VOD 20 channel changes/sec, on performing
multiple linecard switchovers.

Workaround: Reset the linecard.

CSCur17289

Symptom:CiscoRFGW-10 platform havingmulticast
uplink and generic PIM combination, may have
multicast video sessions Input set to OFF.

Conditions: This occurs when a series linecard and
supervisor switchovers occur.

Workaround: There is no workaround. This issue is
seen when the multicast uplink only or Generic PIM
with specific routes only, are used for multicast
traffic.

CSCur19048
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Resolved Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.1SQ
DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: Timestamp column details is missing in
Alarm and Summary pages.

Conditions: None.

Workaround: None.

CSCug61476

Symptom: QAMs assigned to an LQAM group are
displayed even if the QAMs are not configured under
that LQAM group.

Conditions: This occurs in rare cases where LQAM
groups have stale entries.

Workaround: Use an LQAM group which is not
already in use.

Use the following commands:

To delete particular stale LQAM group entries use
the clear cable downstream slot lqam-group
command.

Or

To delete a particular QAM entry in stale LQAM
group entries use the clear cable downstream slot
lqam-group carrier-id command.

CSCul97763

Symptom: DEPI down message is not displayed on
the RFGW-10. The show cable depi-ctrl-sessions
teardown detail command displays these details.

Conditions: This is observed on the Cisco RFGW-10
platform.

Workaround: This is expected behavior. The show
cable depi-ctrl-sessions teardown detail command
displays the details. There is no service impact.

CSCum93970
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: Input voltage is lowered to near to shut off
and TCC cards go off line for low power with out low
power alarms

*May 4 11:51:21.570:
%C4K_CHASSIS-3-LINECARDSEEPROMREADFAILED:
Failed to read module 13's serial eeprom, try
reinserting module

*May 4 11:51:21.580:
%C4K_CHASSIS-3-LINECARDSEEPROMREADFAILED:
Failed to read module 14's serial eeprom, try
reinserting module

Conditions: This occurs when the voltage input is
lowered to approximately 38.0 Volts.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCun58165

Symptom: The RFGW-10 GigabitEthernet Spanning
Tree Blocking port allows packets to pass through.
In very rare instances, the blocked ports send SNMP
and IGMP messages, while MAC flaps occur on the
Cisco 2960 switch.

Conditions: This occurs onCiscoRFGW-10 platforms
connected to Cisco 2960 switch with redundant links
from Supervisor slots (Tengigabit interface 1/1 and
Tengigabit interface 2/1) running management traffic
(SNMP or IGMP) and when the redundant links are
shut using Spanning tree protocol (STP).

Workaround: Reset the Supervisor card whose port
is blocked by STP.

CSCun90209

Symptom: All modems connected to a Cisco
RFGW-10DS384 linecard go offline. The show tech
command becomes unresponsive. The linecard logs
show the same messages continuously repeating at
the time the modems go offline.

Conditions: This occurs on the Cisco RFGW-10
DS384 linecard on Cisco RFGW-10 chassis running
the Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.2.2SQ.

Workaround: A manual linecard rest or switchover
and revertback may resolve the issue.

CSCuo32358
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: DCC Technique 4 fails when a modem is
moved (downstream-only, no upstream move) from
a group of four QAMs to another group of four or
more QAMs on the same port of the Cisco RFGW-10
DS384 linecard.

Conditions: This occurs on the Cisco RFGW-10
DS384 linecard.

Workaround: Linecard failover and revertback or
Removing the DEPI configuration of all the QAMs
on the port and reconfiguring the QAMs again, may
resolve the issue.

CSCuo44701

Symptom: ceRedunEnableSwitchoverNotifs mib
object is not set as true When '.

Conditions: This occurs when snmp-server enable
traps entity-red command is configured to generate
the trap and the linecard switches over.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCuo49206

Symptom: Notification OID for
ceRedunEventSwitchover is 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.498
instead of the expected OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.498.0.1.

Conditions: This occurs when the SNMP
configuration is correct, NMS is in use, and a linecard
switchover occurs.

Workaround: The NMS software may be modified
to shorten the OID.

CSCuo54370

Symptom: Linecard crashes with the following
message in the log:

"ERROR, process bb_video launch too many times"

Conditions: This occurs in the
rfgwk10-entservicesk9.03.03.01.SQ.150-2.SQB1.bin
file.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCup09259
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: DS384 LC reload due to unavailability of
free ring buffers. Following error messages are
noticed in logs -

Jun 10 07:08:37.608 EDT:
RFGW-6-HEARTBEAT_WARNING Heartbeat
process has failed to receive heartbeats (for 3
consecutive seconds), for linecard 11

Jun 10 07:08:39.608 EDT:
RFGW-3-HEARTBEAT_FATAL Heartbeat process
has failed to receive heartbeats (for 5 consecutive
seconds), resetting linecard 11

Jun 10 07:08:39.630 EDT:
C4K_IOSMODPORTMAN-6-MODULEOFFLINE
Module 11 is offline

Jun 10 07:08:39.630 EDT:
C4K_IOSMODPORTMAN-6-MODULEREMOVED
Module 11 is removed

Conditions: This occurs on Cisco RFGW-10 running
rfgwk10-entservicesk9.03.03.01.SQ.150-2.SQB1 IOS
release.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCup47348

Symptoms: The session count is not decremented and
the bandwidth is not released from the deleted
sessions.

Conditions: This occurs when the ERMI qam-partition
configured on the qam-channel is removed using the
no cable partition command.

Workaround: Remove the route to release the
bandwidth.

CSCup54431

Symptom: “Uptime in current state” field in the show
redundancy command output shows incorrect time
after Supervisor card switchover on the Cisco
RFGW-10.

Conditions: This occurs on the supervisor card on
Cisco RFGW-10 chassis.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCup82858
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: RFGW-10 DS384 linecard crashes and
recovers.

Conditions: This occurs when the DEPI message
handler thread gets a message from the configuration
message queue, but the queue is empty (no IPC
message is received in that queue).

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCup93573

Symptom: The ONID/SDT ID is not removed from
the port configuration.

Conditions: This occurs when a standalone linecard
is added to a linecard Redundancy (LCRED) group
as secondary linecard.

Workaround: The ONID/SDT ID is changed after
removing the linecard from the LCRED group.

CSCuq11858

Symptom: Standby SUP fails to boot because of Bulk
Sync failure.

Conditions: This occurs when a TSID is
removed/Defaulted from ERMI QAM.

Workaround: ERMI QAM Partition is removed from
respective QAM on active supervisor and then we
can load the standby supervisor.

CSCuq28174

Symptom: The standby line card is reset and goes to
RPR mode.

Conditions: This occurs when the line card configured
with DVB configurations, is removed, followed by a
Stateful Switch Over (SSO).

Workaround: Reload the chassis.

CSCuq56410

Symptom: Video sessions are scrambled with
duplicate TSID value.

Conditions: This occurs when the same TSID is
configured on two QAM channels (one with video
mode local and another with video mode local
encrypt) of same QAM port, then create video
sessions on both the QAM channels, and overwrite
the QAM mode as 'cable mode local encrypt' in a
video mode local channel. The TSID is removed in
the QAM configuration, but the video session will be
scrambled with previous TSID.

Workaround: Configure a unique TSID for that
qam-channel.

CSCuq42922
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: The following tracebacks occur:

*Aug 19 05:14:25.181 IST:
rfgw_sdt_service_desc_show_rec -> ERROR:Unable
to find SDT profile 22

*Aug 19 05:14:25.183 IST: -Traceback=
1#51562121bc405f90b02b90d81079d595
:10000000+12B6C4C :10000000+C4D800
:10000000+C4BB18 :10000000+C4DBF0
:10000000+C4E050 :10000000+1221624
:10000000+127EFA8 :10000000+1F325C0
:10000000+1F30138 :10000000+154AE34
:10000000+156385C

*Aug 19 05:14:25.183 IST:
rfgw_sdt_service_desc_show_rec -> ERROR:Unable
to find SDT profile 22

Conditions: This occurs when the show cable video
sdt profile, show cable video service descriptor id
commands are executed.

Workaround: No workaround, since there is no
service impact.

CSCuq51206

Symptom: Multicast Sessions are off while
re-establishing.

Conditions: This occurs when the primary link is in
“Admin Down” state and the backup uplink is Active.
Re-establishing the session after the cleared the
session using “clear cable video session Qam”
command.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCuq68070

Symptom: Bulk synchronization failure occurs when
the standby supervisor boot up and the ERMI QAM
partition is not active but the partition is associated
to the QAM interface.

Condition: Bulk synchronization failure occurs when
the “cable partition <qp-id>” command is
synchronized to standby card that is under QAM
sub-interface configuration.

Workaround: Activate ERMIQAMpartition by using
“active” command under cable partition, then boot up
the standby supervisor.

CSCuq73944
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: Multicast sessions turn off.

Conditions: This occurs after linecard switchover
(LCSO) and the primary uplink down.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCuq99615

Symptom: The rf-power value is not synchronized
with someQAM channels in standby supervisor card.

Conditions: This occurs while changing the
max-carrier value with QAM configurations in the
linecard

Workaround: Copy the configuration to the start-up
configuration and statefully switchover (SSO) the
chassis.

CSCup75408

Open Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.0SQ
DescriptionCaveat

Symptoms: The following error messages are seen in
supervisor console during churn:

LC_ERRMSG_IPC_MALLOC_BUFFER_FAILED
VIDEO-EVT

LC_ERRMSG_IPC_MALLOC_BUFFER_FAILED
VIDEO SERVICE_CHANGE

LC_ERRMSG_IPC_MALLOC_BUFFER_FAILED
VIDEO SCG_PROV

Conditions: This issue occurs in a rare instance. The
error message pops up after about 48 hours of the
SDV and VOD churn.

Workaround: There is no impact and the Cisco
RFGW-10 recovers automatically if a redundant line
card is configured.

CSCuo62623
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptoms: The show cable video session all
command displays both MPTS Remap and MPTS
Passthru sessions as ACTIVE, and the following error
occurs:

LC_ERRMSG_VIDEO_PROG_NUM_IN_USE

Conditions: This issue occurs when a program number
conflict exists between a MPTS Passthru session and
MPTS remap session of QAM Channel in the LC.

Workaround: Reconfigure the MPTS Remap session
with unique program number such that there is no
program number conflict with the MPTS Passthru.

CSCum81544

Symptom: The downstream license consumed count
is not updated after upgrading the local video sessions.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the DS license is
downgraded and upgraded after enabling 192 local
video sessions (tier-based).

Workaround: Reset the Cisco RFGW-10DS-384 line
card.

CSCun07203

Symptoms: CA descriptor, boundwith ES descriptors,
is missing in PMT table of a program in QAMoutput.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the incoming
PMT is modified changing the stream type of a PID
to a different stream type, the CA descriptor
associated is lost.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCun61559

Symptoms: The following error message is seen
during supervisor switchover:

LC_ERRMSG_VIDEO_PSI_CRC_ERROR PMT:

Conditions: This issue is observed during the
supervisor switchover when standby supervisor is
initializing as active.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCun81442

Symptoms: Some of the QRG is not removed in
Standby Supervisor, in the console view.

Conditions: This issue occurs when QRG is removed
using GUI.

Workaround: Do not verify the QRG in the console
while deleting it using the GUI.

CSCun67620
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Resolved Caveats for Cisco IOS-XE Release 3.4.0SQ
DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: Certain SSH version 2 packets may cause
a memory leak on a Cisco IOS device configured for
SSH. Authentication is needed in order to exploit this
vulnerability.

Conditions: This issue is observed on a Cisco IOS
device configured for SSH version 2 after it has
received malformed SSHv2 packets. Successful,
exploitationmay cause system degradation or a partial
denial of service condition on an affected device.

Workaround: Disable SSH version 2.

CSCts68264

Symptom: The following error is observed, on boot
with redundant supervisors leading to ISSU/SSO
negotiation failure:

"%NTP: unreasonable value"

Conditions: This issue occurs when NTP and
Redundant supervisor card are configured and the
NTP clock values drift above acceptable values
constantly.

Workaround: Remove the ntp clock-period
configuration using no ntp clock-period command.

Disable config-sync check for Stateful Switch-over
(SSO).

CSCua74618
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: The following UPXNACK error message
occurs after 124 replicant groups configured on a port:

%RFGW-3-LINECARD_ERRMSG_ERR: SLOT
3:BB_ERRMSG_DS_PHY_UPX_ERR:wr cmd
NACK for
seq_num=0xa92,addr=0x212003e0,cmddata=0xc803f07f.b7500139.000005e8.00000650
556e6d61.74636820.62657477.65656e20
34204455.43204368.69707300.00000000
00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000,
00000000.00000feb.00000000.00000000
00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000
00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000
00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000,
err_code=34

Conditions: Cisco RFGW-10 is configured with RF
Spanning. Port1 and port2 are configured for pilot
channels with more than 124 replicate groups
combined. Port3 is configured with these replicate
groups from both the ports ie, port3 channels are
replicates from port1 and port2 respectively in a way
that port3 channels formmore than 32 routing groups
(each routing group supports 4 channels). Each
replicate has less than 4 channels in port3 which
allows more than 32 routing groups.

Workaround: Do not configure a port with replicates
to form more than 32 routing lqam groups. This is
not recommended and supported. Currently there is
no workaround.

CSCue46589

Symptoms: Invalid frequencies error messages for 8
MHz Annex A QAMs are observed.

Conditions: This issue occurs when configuring
frequencies with 8MHz overlap in Annex-A.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCuh76637
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptoms: Bulk synchronization fails. PRC errors
are seen on active Supervisor card and the standby
Supervisor card resets before going into RPR mode.
The PRC error is as follows:

Config Sync: Bulk-sync failure due to
Servicing Incompatibility. Please check full
list of mismatched commands via:
show redundancy config-sync failures mcl

interface Qam9/1.1
! <submode> "subinterface"
- cable downstream interleaver-depth I128-J1

! </submode> "subinterface"
interface Qam9/1.2
! <submode> "subinterface"
- cable downstream interleaver-depth I128-J1

Conditions: This issue occurs when the rf-profile is
changed from Annex-B to Annex-A and the
Supervisor card is switched over.

Workaround: Reset the standby Supervisor card after
trying to change the rf-profile.

CSCuh80593

Symptom: The following error message is observed
on Cisco RFGW-10:

%RFGW-3-LINECARD_ERRMSG_ERR: SLOT
5:LC_ERRMSG_VIDEO_PROG_NUM_IN_USE ADD_SES:
OUT 195, QAM 130, prog 50777
Conditions: This issue occurs when there is multiple
Supervisor card switchover along with continuous
churn.

Workaround: There is no workaround required.

CSCuj03930

Symptom: In a Annex-A high frequency profile
configured port with 96 channels, upper channels
from 93 to 96 will not be operational.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the port is
configured with maximum carriers set to 96 and
configured with Annex A high frequency profile.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCuj16323
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: The following tracebacks and error
messages are observed on Cisco RFGW-10 with 9:1
DS384 line card redundancy chassis with video SDV
and VOD churn.

vscm_source_get_fsm_state_by_obj -> Dst slot
-1 in FSM doesn't match the input dst slot
12 <Active console>
vscm_session_delete_db -> Unable to remove
session 673059849 from carrier_id table
<Active console>
vscm_session_delete_db -> Unable to delete
session 673059849 from database. Error code
= 115 <Active console>
vscm_map_chkpt_delete -> Unable to locate
map 13725 from database <Stby console>
vscm_source_db_chkp_decode_for_session ->
Map id 6217 received from chkpt message not
same as map id 3324 in existing source
[176.1.1.1:0, 238.2.1.153:1] in db <Flooding
stby console>
vscm_map_chkpt_active_source_indx -> Unable
to locate map 4385 for active_source_indx
set <Flooding stby console>
Conditions: This error occurs after performing
multiple line card switchover.

Workaround: There is no workaround required.

CSCuj38788

Symptom: Traceback with error message is observed
during bootup.

%RFGW_CSL-1-LIC_DB_GET_REC_FAIL: Slot:4
license DB record doesn't exist! Retry after
bootup
%RFGW_CSL-1-NULL_LICENSE_INFO: LC slot:4
license info is NULL!
Conditions: This issue occurs during booutp and line
card reset.

Workaround: The chassis recovers automatically and
no workaround is required.

CSCuj55855

Symptom: The show power command output does
not show any input voltage, or show utilization on a
per supply basis.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the show power
command is used.

Workaround: There is no known workaround.

CSCuj66091
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptoms: There is no prompt for confirmation to
delete the video sessions. resulting in deletion of video
sessions without any notification.

Conditions: This issue occurs when changing the
TSID using GUI.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCul58361

Symptom: Standby and active Supervisor cards crash.

Conditions: This issue occurs when older Small
Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) transceivers are used
on the Cisco RFGW 10 DS384 line card and the
service unsupported-transceiver command is used.

Workaround: Disable the unsupported transceivers
using no service unsupported-transceiver command
OR

Remove the SFPs before removing the Cisco RFGW
10 DS384 line card and reinsert the SFPs after the
Cisco RFGW 10 DS384 line card is reinserted.

CSCul59238

Symptoms: LC crashed and stuck in init state.

%C4K_CHASSIS-2-LINECARDDS384MAJOREVENT:
Slot 10, source 1 state 1 detects P4080 Soft Failure,
sequence: 109 (0x826D3800)

Conditions: This issue occurs while booting up or
after series of line card switch overs

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCul71826

Symptoms: BB_SCs crash occurs on a large-scale
test bed with 10 DS-384 line cards with 26,000 video
sessions created using SDV (VSRM) and VOD.

Conditions: This issue occurs whenmultiple line cards
switch over.

Workaround: The line card recovers automatically.

CSCul87164

Symptom: ACTIVE supervisor fails and switches
over.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the show cable
video session id command is executed.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum08878
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptom: The line card crashes with errors and
tracebacks. The DEPI and Video traffic is not
recovered even after the line cards are operational.

Conditions: This issue occurs when DEPI and Video
traffic on same line card and line card is switched
over.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum12824

Symptoms: Warning with internal URL is displayed
on IOS-XE boot on production build.

Conditions: Bootparam variable is not set (ex:
disableautoreboot).

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum16866

Symptoms: Supervisor card does not automatically
reboot during a crash and the following message is
observed:

disableautoreboot set, switch won't reboot

Conditions: This issue occurs when the following
rommon variables are set during the initial bootup:

BootParam1/2/3/4=ip=::::nova:eth0:off rw
disableautoreboot"

BootMode=0 is set as environment variable.

Workaround: Power cycle the box.

Unset BootParam1/2/3/4 and BootMode in rommon
mode using the following commands:

unset BootParam1/2/3/4

unset BootMode

CSCum25973

Symptoms: ERMI sessions lost and QAMbandwidth
full problem occurs.

Conditions: This issue occurs when the Supervisor
card switches over with ERMI SDV churn.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum49970
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DescriptionCaveat

Symptoms: Unable to remove the cable video route
configured, it is rejected with an error message:

%ERROR: Routes is being used. Please remove
individual routes

remove sessions prior deleting the load balancing
group

Conditions: Clear all video session configured in LC
and remove cable video route configured.

Workaround: Remove configured routes one by one
under load-balancing-group.

CSCum51743

Symptoms: DS48 linecard does not display
rf-parameter and frequency output.

Conditions: This issue occurs when trying to verify
the parameters of the qam controller of Cisco DS48
line card using show controller Qam-red
slot/port.channel downstream.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum62317

Symptom: License page must be modified to reflect
the CLI output.

Conditions: None.

Workaround: There is no workaround.

CSCum70083
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